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Chiffre's Professional is a double bass library for film and TV scoring. It has a studio quality sound,
and multiple articulations for all the main categories (sustains, rubatos, legatos, octaves, unisonos,

glissandos, swappos, bending, etc.) The library has an option to use files of any instrument. The files
can be downloaded from any flautist that's willing to provide me with a.wav file. DoubleBass v2.1
contains many fixes and improvements, making it a solid library with a nice and clear double bass
sound. There are however a few minor drawbacks. First, it is pretty big. Second, there is only the

DoubleBass v2.1. It is a bit bigger than I expected, so it's a factor to look out for, especially for usage
in desktop games. Third, the 3 articulations available (legato, glissando and bend) are not that great,

with the legato and glissando being the best. The main difference between the two libraries is that
Classica focuses more on being a reliable double bass library, without the many sound-shaping tools

present on PREPARATO Double Bass. Its a solid double bass library that will fit perfectly in your
orchestral track or film score, with many articulations and some simple effects to enhance its beauty.
The last update, 1.0.2, had a bug in it that caused a few VST host's to crash when using the double
bass articulations. We've fixed the issue, so 1.0.2.1 is in the works for all those affected users who

are worried. Set your imagination free: this tool helps you to create any kind of sound you want, be it
a powerful bass harmonica or a lovely flute, these banks offer you almost unlimited possibilities to

play (and even sound) your favorite instruments. In order to make your imagination real, each
instrument is pre-sorted into their individual banks to make it easier for you. In addition, the

instruments included in Banks 6-12 can easily be dubbed by third-party multitracks or loop-able MIDI
files. All presets are provided in MMC6 format so you can use them in programs like Guitar Rig,

MOTU Mixtrack or the likes.
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